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CHAPTER 1 

     INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Electrical energy today constitutes about 30% of the total annual energy 

consumption on a worldwide basis [1].  This figure is expected to rise as oil supply for 

industrial uses… 

Continuous text of the report starts from here 

All references are to be numbered serially, and given in the form [1] only 

When authors’ names are referred in text of the report, use the name of first author 

and “et al.” if there are three or more authors, with serial number in the list of 

reference in square brackets.  If there are only two authors, give the names 

separated by “and”. For example, write like: 

 “Cook et al. [2] reported that…” 

 “Kikuchi and Oden [12] presented …” 

Page numbering using Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3 …) starts here, and shall continue 

till the end of the report. 

- Generally every report starts with the chapter “INTRODUCTION”.  It is usual to discuss 

the background of the problem including the motivation to do the project, detailed problem 

definition and structure of the report in this chapter. 

- Review of literature for discussing the related work done earlier, could be a part of this 

chapter or a separate chapter. 

- Sufficient background information shall be given in this chapter about the project. 

- Further, there could be a section called introduction in other chapters. 
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(As on 23-3-07). 

- Indicate references by number(s) in square brackets. 

- All references cited in the text should be present in the list of references, and the list of 

references should contain those referred in the report only. 

- Number the references (numbers in square brackets) in the list in the order in which they 

appear in the report 

- In the reference list, the names of all authors shall be mentioned.  Shortening the list of 

authors by using “et al.” shall not be done in the reference list. 

- All the resources, from which information (like figures, equations, tables etc.) is obtained, 

shall be properly acknowledged by including in the reference list. 

- In the above reference list, the first one is a reference to a journal paper, second is an 

example for reference to a book, third for a conference publication and fourth for a web 

page. 
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General Notes for the Project Report 
 

Cover pages: The title of the thesis, author, department, month and year of 

submission along with the emblem of the Institute will be included on the first 

cover (See sample – first page of this document - for details).  This may be made 

in special quality paper like plastic coated paper.  

Inner cover: contents shall be same as that of the front cover, but on ordinary A4 

size paper.  

 

Report Format: 

Single column format, and print only on one side of the paper. 

Full justification of all texts, other than headings and titles. 

Ensure that each new paragraph is clearly indicated with an additional spacing.  

Use a line spacing of 1.5 throughout, for texts.  Ensure that each new section heading is 

separated by an additional spacing.  

 

Chapter/section headings shall be as per the font size shown below. All chapters are to be 

started on a fresh page. 
   

       Table 1: Suggested Font sizes in Mini Project Report 

Details  Font Type  Font size  Spacing  

Facing page 

(cover and first 
page)  

Times New Roman  
Exactly follow the format given in the sample page 

(First page of this document) 

Chapter headings 

with chapter 

number on top  

TIMES 

NEW ROMAN 

14pt bold 
Upper Case 

Centered  

Section headings  TIMES NEW ROMAN  
12pt bold 
Upper Case 

Left justified  

Subsection 

headings  
Times New Roman  

12pt. Bold    

Title case  
Left justified  

All other lower 
level headings  

Times New Roman  

12pt. Bold 

Italics  

Title case  

Left justified 

Body of thesis  Times New Roman  12 pt  
Adjusted on both left and right and 
with 1.5 spacing for text and 

double spacing for equations  

Margins  

Left Margin  1.5 inch  To accommodate binding area  

Right Margin  1.25 inch   

Top  
2.0 inch  Pages on which a chapter begins  

1.0 inch  Other pages  

Bottom  1.25 inch  

 

 

 

 

The text from here on is for instruction only.  It shall be deleted from the report 

before submission, even though the text colour is black. 
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The preliminary pages are numbered in roman numerals (i, ii, etc). The first page of the 

chapter 1 onwards shall be numbered in Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3, etc).  

 

Follow internationally accepted symbols, rules and conventions: use the international 

system of units (SI).  If other quantities are mentioned, give their equivalent in SI. 

 

Number consecutively any equations that have to be displayed separately from the text.  

Use standard software like “Equation Editor” for writing the equations. Centralize the 

equations and right justify the equation numbers. For example, the first equation in 

chapter 3 shall be written as:  

 

(3.1) 

 

It shall be referred in the text as Eq. (3.1). 

 

Tables shall be numbered consecutively in each chapter, and given suitable captions 

above the table (Example: Table 2.2: Comparison of Costs), and shall be referred in the 

text as Table 2.2. 

Tables should not duplicate results presented elsewhere in the manuscript (for example, 

in graphs). Footnotes to tables should be typed below the table and should be referred to 

by superscript lowercase letters. 

 

Graphs/plots shall be clear with axes information and number (Example: Fig. 2.2: 

Variation of Temperature in a Typical Day) consecutively, and given suitable captions 

below the plot/graph. Referred in the text as Fig. 2.2 

Figure axis labels are often a source of confusion. Try to use words rather than symbols. 

As an example, write the quantity "Magnetization," or "Magnetization, M," not just "M." 

Put units in parentheses. Do not label axes only with units. 

 

 

Copy paste or import from the simulated sheets of software packages will not produce 

clears graphs/plots, and shall not be produced in the thesis. 

Colour illustrations and photos are allowed, only if clear and necessary for understanding. 

Same shall also be numbered and titled at the bottom. Photos shall be pasted on a 

separate page covered by a protection film.  

 

All figures and tables must be in place in the text near, but not before, where they are first 

referenced.  Figures and tables, including the title, shall be centralized. 

 

If there are some appendices, these can be numbered as Appendix I, Appendix II, etc. 

The equations/figures/tables etc. in the appendices shall be numbered as serially in each 

appendix, by prefixing A-I, A-II etc. (Example: Fig. A-I 2, Table A-II 1, A-II 3 refered in 

the text as Eq. A-II 3). 

 

All reports shall be soft bound only with plastic laminated cover.  

 

0k k Q
x x y y
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Colour For cover: BTech /MTech as per Dept. indication 
 

 

Imp: 

Soft copy of the complete thesis (minor/major/seminar) shall be uploaded to Digital 

library after complete approval. Only after this, students will get no dues from library. To 

avoid rush at the end, students are advised to upload the reports to digital library 

immedicable after approval from the guides.   

 

While submitting the reports to Digital library, One page abstract shall be separately 

given.  

 
Hard copies: Dept. office -1, Guide(s)- 1 each, student(s) –1  
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